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6.1 : INTRODUCTION

• In this chapter, a description of the bidding process   is given, 
along with an explanation of some of the practices that are 
now generally accepted as custom in the industry.

• Most disputes involving the bidding process arise due to:
– Bid shop by the owner or general contractor or

– Mistake contained in a bid

• In this chapter, bid shopping is examined in the context of the 
legal remedies available to the author of the bid.

• The law relating to mistakes is also reviewed with respect to:
– The right of the bidder to withdraw a bid and 

– Whether the recipient of a bid is entitled to enforce a bid bond if the 
bid contains a mistake.
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• Bid depositories have been developed in order to deal with 
some of the problems inherent in the bidding process, 
including bid shopping. Depositories are discussed at  the end 
of this chapter.
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6.2 : THE BIDDING PROCESS

• Contract formation (offer and acceptance) in the 

construction industry is usually accomplished 

through the bidding (tendering) process.
The process involves a number of stages:

1.Preparation of the bid documents

2.Solicitation or invitation of bids

3.Pricing by the contractors

4.Submission of bids

5.Evaluation by the owner

6.Award of the contract
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• The law relating to bidding recognizes various rights,

obligations, and liabilities at each of the stages in the

process.

• There have been lawsuits brought by:

- Unsuccessful bidders

- Successful bidders who made mistakes in bids

- Subs. and suppliers whose pricing information has

been used by contractors to bid shop

- By contractors against subs who have withdrawn their

prices after those prices were incorporated into

contractors’ bids,

- Owners and contractors against each other seeking

to keep a bid bond.
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• The first stage is preparation of the bid documents. 

• These documents typically include the drawings, 

specifications, general conditions, special or 

supplementary conditions, instructions to bidders, and 

the invitation to bidders. 

• Most, if not all, of these documents will be prepared by 

the design team. 

• On larger and more complex projects, the instructions 

and invitation to bidders may be prepared by an attorney, 

and the attorney may review the nontechnical aspects of 

the specifications and general conditions.
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• In the private sector, almost all invitations to bidders 

contain a statement that the lowest or any bid may not 

be accepted and that the owner reserves the right to 

accept or reject any bid in its sole discretion.

• These statements are similar to disclaimers in that they 

are designed to protect the owner against liability for 

improper rejection of a bid.

• Public bodies (such as municipalities) may be required 

by statute or charter to follow certain rules in the 

evaluation and acceptance of bids, which usually 

requires that the lowest conforming bid from a qualified 

contractor be accepted. 
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• The statement that the lowest bid may not necessarily be

accepted cannot always be taken at face value because

the owner's discretion to reject a low bid may be limited by

statute (in the case of public bodies), by regulation (if the bids

are submitted through a bid depository), or by common law

in some jurisdictions.

• A bid may be invited in one of 3 ways:

▪By invitation only to selected contractors,

▪By open invitation, or

▪Through a bid depository.

• The method used may have an impact on the rights of the 
parties, particularly if there are allegations of bid shopping.
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• The drafting of the invitation may be very important in

determining the terms of the agreement bet. The owner

and the successful bidder.

• The invitation will usually require the bidders:

▪To conduct an independent site investigation

▪Detailed site surveys

▪Soils investigations to be performed as well.

• The invitation is one of the tools available to O to 

allocate various construction risks to the contractor. It 

should be drafted with care.
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• The invitation may also affect the right of the owner to

reject bids and to determine the ground rules for

acceptance.

• In jurisdictions that limit the owner’s rights of acceptance

and rejection, the invitation is the owner’s opportunity to

set out the factors to be used for acceptance and

rejection.
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• After invitations are made, contractors must prepare their 
prices. 

• The time between the invitation and the closing of the bid 
period is often very short, and contractors must work quickly 
to estimate all the labor, material and equipment.

• Very few general contractors have the expertise to perform all 
the work with their own forces, and out of necessity they rely 
on subcontractors not only to perform the work but also to 
price it.

• Similarly, the subcontractors often must obtain prices from 
suppliers and subsubcontractors before submitting their 
prices to the general con tractors.
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• To avoid having their prices shopped around, contractors, 
subcontractors, and suppliers submit their prices as late as 
practicable. 

• This results in many subtrade prices being delivered to the 
general contractor on the same day (or, in extreme 
circumstances, in the last hour) that bids are due. 

• The general contractor often cannot investigate or evaluate 
subtrade prices before deciding whether to use those prices. 
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• If a very low price is received from an electrical subcontractor, 
for example, with whom the general contractor has never 
dealt, the general contractor is faced with a difficult choice: 
Use the price and face the risks that the subcontractor is 
unreliable and the price contains an error, or don't use the 
price, in which case a competitor will use it and be awarded 
the contract.

• It is common that subcontactor prices are being

delivered to the general contractor on the same day that

bids are due.

• Submission of the bid usually requires the contractor to

comply with instructions on:

▪ Timing,

▪ Form,

▪ Content. 13



• If the bid is late, the owner may be required to reject it,

and even if the owner is not required to do so, rejection

is likely.

• Requirements as to form and content usually mean that

the bid cannot contain substantial exclusions or

qualifications.

• The bidder may specify in the bid: for example, that the 

price is based on acceptance by the owner of certain 

conditions that  are inconsistent  with the invitation, such 

as an extension to the schedule. 

• The owner may be prevented from accepting a 

nonconforming bid by statute (for public bodies) or by 

regulation (for members of a bid depository).
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• Evaluation of bids by the owner is usually done with the

assistance of the prime consultant or construction

manager.

• The owner will consider whether the lowest conforming

bid is within the construction budget and the owner will

evaluate cost-saving alternatives proposed by the bidder.

• A low base bid may not be low once an alternative is

accepted.

• Another factor considered during the evaluation phase is

the reputation of the low bidder and its ability to perform

the work.
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• Private owners frequently begin negotiations with 

bidders during the evaluation phase.

• The consultant or construction manager may 

recommend that a particular bidder be rejected, based 

either on the reputation of the bidder or on past dealings. 

• Rejected bidders have sued consultants for giving such 

advice, basing the action in defamation.

• However, as long as the recommendation is made in 

good faith and without malice, the consultant or 

construction manager is protected by the defense of 

qualified privilege.
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• The award of the contract constitutes the acceptance of an

offer and thus crystallizes contractual rights between the

owner and the successful bidder.

• It may also crystallize rights, obligations, and liabilities of

other parties, including sureties.

• Sub-contractors and suppliers whose prices have been

used will also be affected by the award of the main contract

in that those prices will be irrevocable due to reliance on

them by the general contractor.

• The subcontractor and supplier prices may become

irrevocable when the general contractor submits its bid, if

that bid is irrevocable, based on the doctrine of promissory

estoppel, which means that the subcontractor will be bound

to hold its price open to the general contractor, but the

general contractor will not be bound to use it.
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6.3 : BID SHOPPING

• Bid shopping is understood to mean the practice by an

owner or contractor of using a price submitted by one

party to obtain a lower price from another party.

• It may not create a legal cause of action but is widely

considered unethical.

• Bid shopping may occur by a general contractor either

prior to submission of its bid or afterward.

• Courts have struggled with the issue but have had

difficulty fitting it into traditional legal frameworks, with

the result that in many jurisdictions there is no remedy

for a party whose price has been shopped.
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• The first legal theory to be tested in this respect was breach
of contract.

• In the United States, the courts have held that submission of a
price by a subcontractor and use of that price by a general
contractor does not create a contract.

• Promissory estoppel will protect the general contractor but

not the subcontractor because of the lack of detrimental

reliance by the subcontractor.

• Some disgruntled subcontractors have tried to use the theory

of unjust enrichment but to no avail.

• Theoretically, it is possible to base such an action on the tort

of deceit, but it would be necessary to prove that the general

contractor actively solicited a price from the subcontractor

with no intent to consider that subcontractor.
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6.4 : MISTACKES

• A mistake must be both

▪ Obvious and

▪ Material

• In order for it to render a bid incapable of being accepted,

even if the bid is irrevocable.
• If the matter relates to a risk that has been knowingly

accepted by the contractor, and the “error” is a matter of
judgment by the contractor, it may not be considered an error.

• For a bid to be irrevocable, it must be supported by
consideration.

• If the bid is irrevocable, and the contractor catches an error
before the bid has been accepted, revocation by the
contractor will result in forfeiture of any bid bond unless the
error is obvious and material.
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• Even if the bid is not expressly irrevocable, some jurisdictions 
use the firm bid rule. However, if the owner accepts the bid 
prior to notification of error or withdrawal, the contractor 
must prove obvious and material error in order to avoid the 
formation of a contract with  the owner.

• If the bid is withdrawn prior to acceptance by the owner, 
assuming the bid is revocable, the owner will usually enter 
into a contract with the next lowest qualified bidder. 

• In such circumstances, has the owner suffered any loss? 
Legally, the answer is no, as long as the correction of the 
mistake would cause the bid not to be low.

• It is recommended by some bodies that the owner return the 
bid deposit or  bond  and allow the bid to be withdrawn if the 
contractor can prove the error is genuine.
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6.5 : BID DEPOSITORIES

• A bid depository is an organization used by owners,

contractors, and suppliers that is designed to facilitate

bidding according to specified rules.

• Typically, one must be a member of the depository, to

use it.

• Members of the depository must agree to abide by its

rules or else risk losing membership privileges, which

includes the right to bid on projects that are handled by

the depository.
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• Plans, specifications, and other bid documents are 
deposited in the bid depository for bidders to review, and 
bids must be submitted through the depository. 

• For contractors who do not want to pay for a set of plans 
and specifications for the purpose of bidding, the 
depository allows members to use the plan room to 
perform take-offs.

• The bid depository regulations are created to ensure an 
orderly and ethical   bidding procedure. 

• The inadequacies of the common law in dealing with 
unethical bidding practices have created a demand by 
participants in the industry for a less disordered and 
more predictable system, and bid depositories are the 
result.
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• The  rabid collection  of subcontractor  prices  by general  
contractors  at the eleventh hour (in the open bidding 
process) has led most depositories to include a 
requirement that subcontractors' bids be deposited at least 
a minimum  period  (one day, perhaps) prior to the 
deadline for submission of general contractors' bids.

• Virtually all depositories prohibit bid shopping.
• This can be done in a number of ways. 
• For example, subcontractors are given the opportunity to 

bid only to those general contractors with whom they are 
willing to work. This is done by placing asealed envelope in 
the contractor's mailbox. 
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• The contractor then has the choice of taking the envelopes of 
those subcontractors with whom the general contractor is 
willing to work. 

• Some bid depositories insist that the general contractor use 
the lowest conforming bid from the envelopes accepted and 
contract with that subcontractor if the contractor's bid is 
accepted. 

• Failure to do so may result in a claim for breach of contract on 
the theory that the members have contracted with each other 
to abide by the rules of the depository.
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• Some contractors consider using their own forces for a 
particular subtrade but would use a subcontractor if a low 
enough price were available. 

• To deal with that situation, the bid depository may require the 
contractor to submit a subtrade price to itself in a sealed 
envelope and treat it the same as other bids. 

• Only if it is low would the contractor be entitled to use its own 
forces for that work.
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